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A derived random measure is constructed by integration of a random process with respect to a 
random measure independent of that process. Basic distributional properties, a continuity 
theorem, sample path properties, a strong law of large numbers, and a central limit theorem for 
derived random measureP are established. Applications are given to compounding and thinning of 
point processes and the measure of a random set. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate random measures that are constructed by integrating a 
(measurable) stochastic process with respect to a random measure that is indepen- 
dent of the process. The random measures o constructed are called derived random 
measures; below in this Section we give a precise definition. In Section 2 appear 
computational and distributional properties of derived random measures; there we 
treat LalJace functionals, mean measures and variance estimation. A continuity 
theorem is also presented. Limit theorems constitute the subject matter of Section 3;, 
in particular, we obtain a strong law of large numbers and central limit theorem for 
derived random measures. Finally, in Section 4, we give examples and applications. 
Let (E, 8) be a measurable space and let (a, .&, P) be a probability space. Our* 
measurability notation is the following: f~ 8 means that the extended real valued 
function f and E is measurable with respect o %. We write f~ p8 if f is, in addition, 
positive (i.e., nonnegative). An element X of p(B x .& we call a (measurable) 
stochastic process with parameter set E. A “measure” on Z? is alwavys understood to 
be a positive measure. If m is a measure on %’ and fop%’ then we write m(f) for 
j f dm. We denote by f * m the measure on ?E defined by 
f-m(A)= J fdm; 
A 
the notation is taken from [lo]. 
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By a random measure on 8 we mean a mapping M : Q x 8 -+ [0, 001 such that 
(a) w+M(o,A)isindforeachAEGe; 
(b) A + M(o, A) is a u-finite mc asure on 8 for every o E 0. 
%e principal references concerning random measures are [7,8]. The mean measure 
of M is the measure E[M] on 8 defined by 
The Laplace functional of M is the mapping LM of p8 into [0, 1] defined by 
LM (f) = ~[exPc-wf ))I 
=E[exp( -I f dM)]. 
The probability distribution of M is uniquely determined by the Laplace functional 
.&j; cf. [4,7]. 
Similarly, for X E p( % x At) the Laplace functional of X is the mapping Lx, taking 
measures m on g into [0, 11, defined by 
Lx(m) = E[exp(-m (WI 
=E[exp( -[Xdm)]= 
The finite-dimensional distributions of X are evidently uniquely determined by LX ; 
hence Lx determines X up to equivalence, 
Suppose that 8 is such that {t} E 8 for every t E E. A simple measure on 8’ is a 
o-finite measure of the form m = 1 et,, where &, is the unit mass at t E E and where 
the tn are distinct. A random measure M on % is said to be simple if for almost every 
o the measure M(w, . ) is simple. Simple random measures the generalizations of 
point processes on Euclidean space. M is said to be additive if whenever 
AI\, . . . , An E 8 are disjoint, _M(A1), . . . , M(A,) are independent random variables. 
Among additive random measures are Poisson random measures [2]; a rather 
complete study appears in [B]. We come now to our basic definition. 
1.1. Definition. Let M be a random measure on %’ and let X be a measurable 
stochastic process with parameter set E (i.e., X G ~(8 x A)). Assume that A4 and X 
are independent. The random measure X l M on % defined by 
X l M(u, A) = 1 X(t, o)M(u, dt) 
A 
(1 l 2) 
is the random measure derived from M by X. 
rLs. (1) The terminology derive ndom measure is based on the role of X as 
don-Nikodym derivative of X with respect to M. 
(,2) That A -,X l M(w, A) is a measure on 8 for every o is obvious from (1.2). 
Measurability of w +X l (0, A) may not be evident, but is implied by Proposition 
III.2.1 of [lo]. 
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(3) The assumption that A4 and X be independent is not essential to the 
formulation of X l AZ, but only in this case have we obtained results that are 
sufficiently specific to be of interest. 
(4) When E = R, derived random measures can be viewed as stochastic integrals of 
the kind discussed in [6]; our results are not, however, restricted to the case when the 
underlying space is the real line. It is also possible to view the derived random 
measure X l A4 as a mixture of derived random measures f l M, where ,% 8 is 
deterministic and where the mixing measure - in the manner of [7, p. 6]- is the 
distribution of X; this viewpoint does not seem to yield significant simplifications or 
improvements of our results, however. 
2. Computational and distribugi nai properties 
In this Section we list computational results for derived random measures, most of 
which we state without proof. The omitted proofs are routine conditioning 
arguments. 
2.1. Property. Let X l A4 be the random measure derived from 1M by X. Therh for 
each f e p%, 
LX-M(f)= E[LM(f l X)] 
= EWx(f l WI, 
where the first expectation is with respect to (the distribution of) X and the second 
with respect to AJ. 
2.2. Property. E[X l M] = E[X] l E[M], where E[X](t) = E[X(t)], t E E. 
2.3. Property. Let u be the covariance functional of AJ’ defined by v(f, g) = 
E[M(f)M(g)]. Then for f e p%, 
(J fE[X] dE[M])*< E[X : M(f)*& v(f*, E[X*]). 
2.4. Property. If M is (a.s.) purely atomic then X l A4 is purely atomic. 
2.5. Property. If g is a measurable bijection of E onto a measurable space (E’, ‘8’), 
such that g-’ E 5?/8, then (X l M)g-’ = (X 0 g-‘) l Mg-‘. 
2.6. Property. If Ml << M2 a.s. and Xl G X2 a.s., then X1 l Ml << & l MZ a.s. 
2.7, Property. For each f e i$’ and 1 G p -=c 00, 
E[ ( j- lfl” d(X l M)) “‘1 s[ J lflp dE[X 9 MI] I”. \ 
Consequently, if E[X] E L*(E[ ), then ahost surely L2P(E[ 
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2.$. Property. Let G be a group of measurable transformations of E onto itself such 
that 
(a) X 0 g = X in distribution for each g E G ; 
(b) 1Mg-’ = M in distribution for e,ch g E G. 
Then (X l M)g-’ = X 0 M in distribution for each g E G. 
The final result of this Section is less simple, and expresses continuity, in the sense 
of weak convergence of probability measures, of the probability law of the derived 
random measure X l A4 as a function of the probability laws of the density X and the 
original measure M. For matters concerning weak convergence in general we refer 
the reader to [l]; for discussions pertaining specifically to random measures the 
reader is referred to [4,7]. For Theorem (2.9) we need to assume some additional 
structure. Let E be a LCCB space with Bore1 a-algebra %‘, lelt C denote the family of 
nonnegative continuous functions on E, endowed with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact sets, and let K denote the family of positive Radon 
measures on g, equipped with the vVague topology. 
2,9. Theorem. l;etX, X1, X2, . . . be random elements of Cand bet M, MI, Mz, . . l be 
random elements f K. Assume that 
(a) X,, + X in distribution as random elements of C; 
(b) M, + M in distribution as random elements of K ; 
(c) For each n, X,, and Mn are independent. 
Then X,, l M” +X l M in distribution as random elements of K. 
Proof. We first observe that X l M, X1 l Ml,. . . belong to K; indeed (for 
example) if A is compact then 
X-M(A)=1 XdM 
A 
s IlxtiAM('+-, 
where tIf IlA = sup (1 f(t)1 : t e A}. 
Since C and K are each separable and metrizable, so is the product S = C X K; 
consequently (a), (b) and (:) imply that (Xn, M,)+ (X, M) in distribution as random 
elements of S. In particular it follows from the assumptions that X and M are 
independent. To show that Xn 9 Mn --,X l M in distribution it suffices by virtue of 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 of [4] to show that Xn . Mn(f)-+X l M(f) in distribution for 
every bounded, continuous function f on E with compact support. The latter 
convergence obtains, by the continuous mapping theorem, if the mapping H : S + R 
defined by 
is continuous. To estabhsh continuity of suppose that g, + g in C (i.e., uniformly 
on compacts) and that m, + m in M (i.e., vaguely). Let A denote the (compacj) 
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support of fi Then for each n, 
lH(g..m.)-H(g,m)l=l[g&fdm+fdml ’ 
skn -dAllf!A s;dmt(A)I+ 11 gfdmn - j@ gfdj- 
Vague convergence of (m,) to LIZ implies both that the second term in the last 
expression goes to zero as n + 00 and that supjmk(A)I C 00, whereupon the first term 
also goes to zero. Therefore, H is continuous. 
Theorem 2.9 is best viewed as a tool for computational approximations involving, 
e.g., superpositions of infinitesimal, triangular arrays of poivlt processes 13, 4, 71. 
Remark. For Poisson random measures (and hence for approximations of the sort 
alluded to in the previous paragraph) many of the computations of this Section are 
possible in closed form. For example, (2.1) yields 
Lx.&)= E eexp [ (-1 (l-e-‘x)dm)] 
= Lffx)-l(g), 
where g(x) = 1 -e-’ and m = E[M]. Some of the calculations discussed in Section 4 
simplify similarly. 
3. Limit theorems 
The main result of this Section is a strong law of large numbers for a derived 
random measure X l A4 For notational simplicity we put m = E[M], n = E[X l AI]. 
3.1. Theorem. Assume that m(E) = 00 and that for almost every o there exist Y(W), 
Z(w)E(O,oO)such that Y(cl,,&X(t, o&2( o )I br all t E E. Let (Ak) be a sequence of 
sets increasing to E such that m (Ak) c 00 for each k. Suppose, further, that 
(a) For each B E 8, M(B) = 00 a.s. if and only if m(B) = 00; 
(b) For every increasing sequence (Bk) with m (Bk) < 00 for each k but m (B&: + 00, 
lim M(Bk)/m(Bk) = 1 
almost surely ; 
(c) Almost surely, 
1imX l m(A&z(Ak)= 1. 
Then 
1imX 0 M(Ak)/n(Ak)= 1 
almost surely. 
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Proof. Let H denotis the family of bounded functions f~ ~8’ such that 
(i) M(f) = 00 a.s.; 
(ii) f l M(Ak)/f l m(Ak)+ 1 a.~. 
If f = lB for some set B E ii!‘, then 
f l M(Ak)/f l m(Ak)= M(B nAk)lm(B n A& 1 
0 
by assumption (b) provided that m(B) = 00. Hence H contains indicator functions of 
all sets B such that M (B) = 00 a.s. It is evident that if f e H and a! > 0, then af E H. If f, 
g E H then from the estimate 
l(f +g) ’ M(Ak)/(f +g)’ m(Ak)-l+ 
<[f l m(Ak)/(f +d l m(Ak)]lf ’ M(Ak)/f l m(Ak)--11 
+-i!Z * iw(Ak)l(f +g) l m(Ak)]bC l M(Ak)/g l m(Ak)- 11 
we conclude that f + g E H. Suppose that f = 1 ai lBi is a simple function with 
M(f) = 00 a.s. Then for each k, 
f l M(h) 
f, m~Ak)-l~~~f, ~~Ak)IM(AknBi)-m(AknBi)l. 
If i is such that m(Bi)Cm, then 
M(Ak nBi)-m(Ak nBi)+ M(Bi)-m(Bi) 
which is finite a.s. by (a) and consequently 
f a{A )IM(AknBi)-m(AknBi)l40 
VI k 
almost surely. On the other hand, if m(Bi) = 00, then also by (a) we have M(Bi) = 00 
a.s. so that 
which is now seen to approach zero as k + 00 by what has already been proved. 
Therefore, H contains all simple functions f such that M(f) = 00 a.s. 
Let f~p8 be bounded and bounded away from zero; evidently M(f)- 00 a-s. 
There exists a sequence (jj) of simple ctions such that fi f uniformly. We may 
without loss of generality assume that (fi) = Crc, a.s. for eat l, as a consequence of 
which fl E H for each 1. 
if ’ M(Ak)/f ’ 
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We shall show that f E H. For each k and each 1 
dAk)--11 
165 
=[f l m(Ak)]-‘[f l M(Ak)-fr +--(Ak)+fi l M(Ak)-fi l m(Ak) 
+fi l m(Ak)-f’ m(Ak)] 
+[f l m(Ak)]-‘[(f-h) l .m(Ak)] 
s/f -f&n[M(Ak)/m(Ak)1[m(Ak)/f * m(Ak)l 
+I,6 l M(Ak)/f 1 l m(Ak)-lI+Ilf-frll,[m(Ak)/f * m(Ak)] 
~dif--&[M(Ak)/m(Ak)+ l]+lfi l M(Ak)/fi l m(Ak)-- 11, (3.2) 
where a >O is a lower bound on f. On a set of probability one we have 
M(Ak)/m(Ak)+ 1 and Ifi l M(Ak)/fi l m(Ak)- II+ 0 for all 2 simultaneously. With 
E > 0 prescribed, first choose I sufficiently large that ;i,f- f&a-’ c 46 and leave I 
fixed hereafter. For a given o satisfying the conditions above we may then choose # 
such that k 2 K implies that both 
and 
Ifi l Mb hc)lfi ’ m(Ak)- II< E/3* 
It then follows from the estimate (3.2) that 
If l Mb, Ak)if . m(Ak)- 11 s s&/6 
whenever k a K. We have shown, therefore, that f E H if f is bounded and bounded 
away from zero. 
Finally, we may write 
x l M(&)/n(&) ‘L: “x l ;;;;; x ’ m(Ak). . n(Ak) (33 
The hypotheses imply that X(~)E H almost surely. Consequently by independence 
of X and M (i.e., by Fubini’s theorem) it follows that 
x l M&)/x e m(&)+ 1 
almost surely. That the second factor on the right-hand side of (3.3) approaches one 
almost surely is merely a restatement of (c). 
rks. (1) The hypotheses concerning M are satisfied, for example, when M is a 
Poisson random measure. Additivity of M entails the strong law of large numbers 
assumed in (b); the Poisson distributions of { E SC} ensure that (a) is satisfied. 
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(2) Concerning X, the assumption (c) of Theorem 3.1 is the least one can require 
since for M= m, (c) is identical to the conclusion of the theorem. 
(3) The bounds Y(w), Z(W) need not be measurable functions of w nor need the 
function Y be bounded away from zero nor need 2’ be bounded. The assumption 
that the bounds be uniform in t can be relaxed by allowing them to be violated on a 
f-set of m-measure zero. 
(4) A related ergodic theorem for marked point processes in Euclidean space 
appears in [12]. Neither result appears to contain the other. 
We conclude this section with a central limit theorem that complements Theorem 
3.1; let the sequence (Ak) and other notation be as in Theorem 3.1. 
3.4. Theorem. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3. P be satisfied and suppose (ck) is a 
sequence of constants increasing to infinity such that 
G*[Wb)-m(&)l+N 
in aistribution, where N denotes a generic random variable with the standard normal 
di?tributron. If there exists a sequence dk T 00 such that 
lim J E[l&‘X - cil I] dm = 0, (3.9 Ak 
then dk* [X l M(&)- n(Ak)] + N in distribution. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.4 of [l] it is enough to show that 
dkl [X 9 WA&-n(Adl -c~l[M(Ak)-m(A,J+O (3.6) 
in proba’iility. We shall in fact show that the convergence (3.6) takes place in L’ when 
(3.5) is satisfied. Indeed 
Idkl[X l M(Ak)-n(Ak)]-c?[M(Ak)-m(Ak)]I 
=~?dkll~kX l M(Ak)-ckE[X] 9 m(Ak)-dkM(Ak)+dkm(Ak)I 
sI(dklX-c;l)*M(Ak)I+I(d;lEIX]-cil)* m(Ak)( 
sIdPX-ck’[ l M(Ak)+Id;‘E[X]-$1 l m(Ak) 
SIdPX-cZj*M(Ak)+E[Id;‘X-c;‘)]. m(&). 
The expectation of the first summand in the last expression equals the second, which 
goes to zero by (3.5). 
Despite its rather simple proof, Theorem 3.4 is hard to improve in general, as may 
be seen by taking X to be deterministic. 
We discuss in this section several applications of the results presented above. 
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location. The case of the simple M. If M is simple then the restriction in 
Definition 1.1 that X belong to p(%’ x .M) can be weakened: one only need assume 
that X(~)E PJ# for each t E E (use a simple extension argument based on the 
Caratheodory theorem). The usefulness is that the random variables {X(t): t E E} can 
be taken to be mutually independent; in general a measurable version of this process 
does not exist. While this is not an zteractive model physically, it is most tractable 
computationally. For example, if we put 
A (t, u) = E[exp( - uX(t))] 
then straightforward calculations verify that 
LX-M(f)=LM(h), 
where 
h(t)= - log A (t, f (0). 
As a further illustration, consider the following instance of compounding: let 
M = C ey, be a simple random measure and let WI, W2, . . . be nonnegative random 
variables, such that 
P{WiEBIM{W$ j#i}}=Q(K,B), 
where Q is a transition probability from E into R+. Then the random measure 
N = C U/Ii&y, is said to be obtained from M by compounding. In [5] it is shown that if 
the Wi are i.i.d. and independent of M then N is equivalent to a random measure 
derived from M, which is a special case of the following result. 
4.2. Proposition. N is equivalent o the random measure X l M, where {X(t): t E E} 
are mutually independent and each X(t) has distribution Q(t, l ). 
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is an easy modification of arguments appearing in [S], 
and is therefore omitted. Some further details of this model are part of Application 
4.3 below. 
4.3. Application. The measure of a random set. Suppose that X = Is for some set 
G E (8’ ‘x 4). We may then view the derived random meas\ Ire X l M as the restric- 
tion of .M to the random subset S of E defined by S(OJ) = G,, the section of G at W. 
That is,, for each A E 8, 
X0 M(o,A)=M(o,AnG,). 
In pa!-titular, X . M&I, E) = M(w, (3,). In physical terms one can interpret X 9 M as 
a partial observation of the random measure M Except in special cases the results of 
the preceding sections do not simplify materially. The mean measure E [X l M] can 
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be expressed (with m = E[M]) as 
E[X l M](A)= 1 P{t e S}m(dt) 
A 
or as 
E[X l M](A) = 5 P(dw)m(A n G,); 
R 
which of these expressions is more useful depends on the context at hand. 
If M is simple then so is X - M The distribution of M is, cf. E4,7], then 
characterized by the zero probability function GM : % + [0, l] defined by 
&A) = P{M(A) = 0). 
It is immediate that 
LCX-M(A)=E[~M(A~S)I~ (4.4) 
where S(o) = c3,. Thus, in the compounding context of (4.1) it is easily shown that 
PxdA) =LdhlA), (4.5) 
where h(t) = -log P{X(t) = 0). The computation is rendered facile when viewed in 
terms of detilled random n<easures. 
If M is also additive then an interesting interpretation of X l M can be given. 
There exist, cf. [9], a measure QI on Z and a measure fi on % x 3, such that 
LM (f) = exp [-G)-- J (1 -ew[-y.f(t)l)PW, dy)] 
for each f~ $F?. By indepentienlce of X and M 
E[LX-M(f)lX] = h(fx) 
=exi$-cu(fX)- 1 (1 - w+-yXW.f(t~lM W, dy )I 
J 
=exp[-X0 a(f)- 
J 
(1 -exp[-yf(t’,l)X(t)p(dt, dy)l. 
That is, conditioned on X, X l A-4 is additive with parameters X l cy and 
X(t)P(dt, dy). In particular, when E = R, and M is Poisson with nonatomic mean 
measure m, then conditioned on X, X l A4 is Poisson with mean X l m, namely 
E[&X.M(f)IX] = exp - [ J (1 - e-‘);Y dm 1 . By Theorem 3.2 of [ 111, X = A4 can be obtained from a stationary Poissor~ measure N 
(i.e., E[N] is the Lebesgue measure) by means of the random time change (K) given 
bY 
Tt = J X dm. (4.6) L111.C3 
We thereforle have the following characterization. 
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heorenr. Let N be a Poisson random measure on R+ with mean the Lebesgue 
measure, let X be a process on R+ that is independent of N and assumes only the values 
0 and 1, and define (Tt) by (4.6), where m is a nonatomic measure on R,.. Then the 
random measure Iv, defined by 
N([O, tl) = NW, ZD 
has the samt distribution as the derived random measure X 9 M, where M is a Poisson 
random meablJre v ?h mean measure m and is independent of X. 
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